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ABSTRACT
Stimulants have been shown to be safe and effective for reduction of the symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Despite much debate, however, there has been little empirical evidence as to whether stimulants affect authenticity and moral agency in children. Singh presents evidence that stimulants do not undercut children’s sense of self and increase their experience of agency. These findings are consistent with laboratory evidence that stimulant drugs in therapeutic doses improve cognitive control over thought and behavior.

A substantial medical literature demonstrates that stimulant treatment produces significant benefits for children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). This literature also documents side effects, most commonly insomnia, appetite suppression and growth delay. Societal controversy notwithstanding, given well-diagnosed ADHD and appropriate dosage adjustment and side effect monitoring, clinical trials demonstrate that the benefits of stimulants clearly outweigh the risks.1 However, many questions about stimulant treatment of children are not addressed by published clinical trials, which perforce focus largely on symptom reduction. More complex life outcomes are often difficult to measure, decrease the statistical power of clinical trials, and would require trial durations so protracted as to prove unaffordable or potentially unethical for randomised subjects.

In the Journal of Medical Ethics, Singh2 uses an interview-based approach to address a significant question that is not well addressed in clinical trials: whether administration of stimulant drugs degrades the moral development of children. What are the possible concerns? Perhaps the ADHD diagnosis, or simply that fact that a physician has seen fit to prescribe stimulants, might undercut a child’s sense of personal responsibility by suggesting a biological cause beyond his or her control. In concert, children treated with stimulants might believe that the resources needed for self-control are external, that is, for the most part residing in pill bottles, not in themselves. As a result, the stimulant-treated child might fail to develop fully as a responsible and effective moral agent.3 Less sophisticated critics of stimulant treatment do not recognise the more abstract question of whether children might internalise problematic symbols and signals as they ingest their tablets. Instead, they tend to see stimulants more concretely as pharmacological handcuffs. In their view, stimulants please misguided (or tyrannical) parents and teachers when they pharmacologically transmute children into well-behaved zombies. The data and analysis provided by Singh2 represent a much needed empirical foray into a set of concerns generally discussed at a rather sterile theoretical level. The underlying data are derived from interviews with children drawn from approximately 150 families in the US and UK who were being treated with stimulants for ADHD. The children were asked about the effects of stimulant treatment on their sense of authenticity (a slippery term that deserves greater analysis) and moral agency. The majority did not detect a threat from stimulants to their authenticity: they retained their sense of self and their goals (albeit at the level of young children). Significantly, they noted that stimulants improved their capacity to meet normative expectations. The preponderant sense one gets from reading the interview excerpts and analysis is that the children do not experience stimulants as forcing conformity, but rather as providing them with greater ability to control themselves if they want to. Thus, stimulants provided the children with the generally welcome ability to master norms and tasks given to them.2

Of course, the children might have been deluded about the actual drug effects. Perhaps they are rendered so compliant that they fail to recognise their true plight as zombies. Several lines of evidence, external to the paper, favour the children’s more empowered views of themselves reported by Singh.2 Perhaps the most elemental fact is that the effects of stimulants are transient. Only when individuals take the very high doses that characterise drug abuse, and do so for extended periods of time, do persistent negative effects emerge, including addiction and psychotic symptoms. In the therapeutic dose range, even long-acting formulations of stimulants tend to lose their effect by late afternoon unless a supplemental dose is given. Prior to their first morning dose, children are free of the stimulant effect and thus exhibit ADHD symptoms. In addition, as described by a subject in this study,2 children take occasional drug holidays with the agreement of their parents, for example, because they do not like taking pills, are troubled by side effects or enjoy their ADHD symptoms in certain safe settings. In short, the ‘chemical handcuffs’ view would require that the zombie state be remade anew each day. There is no evidence for such a bizarre scenario in the interviews2 nor is it plausible that children would fail to notice or, in many cases, rebel.

The more serious concern addressed by the interviews is whether the children interpret and internalise their diagnosis and treatment in ways that undercut their moral development. In my view, this concern hinges centrally on the degree to which stimulant treatment is experienced as an imposed cognitive or emotional state (even if the drug was freely taken) versus the degree to which it is experienced as providing a greater agency, that is, control over the child’s own thought and behaviour. These alternatives should not be taken as a simple ‘either/or’ dichotomy because stimulants affect diverse aspects of arousal, motivation, emotion and cognition. In general, clinical observations and cognitive neuroscience corroborate the view expressed by interviewees that stimulants increase agency.

The core symptoms of ADHD— inattention, impulsivity and hyperactivity —appear to result from abnormalities (perhaps reflecting developmental delay) in the function of neural circuits that undergird executive function4 (cognitive control of thought, emotion and behaviour). While excessive claims should not be made based on a still developing area of clinical neuroscience, there is convergent evidence from multiple experimental approaches on the effects of stimulants on executive function. Animal studies in the laboratory and human studies using imaging, pharmacology, and cognitive and behavioural testing demonstrate that stimulants act in prefrontal regions of the cerebral cortex to improve performance...
that is dependent on executive function.\textsuperscript{5} Interestingly, stimulants strengthen executive function independent of an ADHD diagnosis. While stimulants may produce greater relative improvement in those who are initially more impaired,\textsuperscript{6} their broad effectiveness contributes to the controversy over stimulant use, especially because current diagnostic standards for ADHD lack objective markers or good developmental benchmarking.\textsuperscript{7}

This emerging picture suggests that by improving executive function, stimulants strengthen the ability of children with ADHD to ignore or suppress prepotent impulses or distracting external stimuli. Far from making children into zombies, appropriately prescribed stimulants would seem, as children in these interviews describe, to increase the reality and experience of agency. In the context of better self-control, it would seem far more propitious to teach children appropriate life lessons about personal responsibility.
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Not robots: children’s perspectives on authenticity, moral agency and stimulant drug treatments

Ilina Singh

ABSTRACT

In this article, I examine children’s reported experiences with stimulant drug treatments for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in light of bioethical arguments about the potential threats of psychotropic drugs to authenticity and moral agency. Drawing on a study that involved over 150 families in the USA and the UK, I show that children are able to report threats to authenticity, but that the majority of children are not concerned with such threats. On balance, children report that stimulants improve their capacity for moral agency, and they associate this capacity with an ability to meet normative expectations. I argue that although under certain conditions stimulant drug treatment may increase the risk of a threat to authenticity, there are ways to minimise this risk and to maximise the benefits of stimulant drug treatment. Medical professionals in particular should help children to flourish with stimulant drug treatments, in good and in bad conditions.

INTRODUCTION

It is the attempted standardization of a human being and of a notion of achievement that is limiting, prescriptive and bullying ... Ritalin and other forms of enforcement and psychological policing are the contemporary equivalent of the old practice of tying up children’s hands in bed, so they won’t touch their genitals. The parent stupefies the child for the parent’s good.1 Hanif Kureishi

Few topics generate such heated debate as the use of stimulant drugs in children. Stimulants, such as Ritalin or Adderall, are most frequently used as a treatment for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a controversial condition characterised by symptoms of hyperactivity, impulsiveness and inattention. In some areas, diagnostic prevalence of ADHD is as high as 27% of school-age children;2 a more sober, but still controversial, estimate of worldwide prevalence of ADHD among children is 5%.3 Stimulant use for ADHD varies across and within countries4 and is growing most rapidly (at over 20% annually) in the developing world.5

As popular author Hanif Kureishi’s passionate protest against Ritalin illustrates, stimulant drug use in children is a vital node around which public concerns with children’s liberties and childcare practices are voiced. This protest is not new. Kureishi’s article, published in the New York Times in February 2012,1 echoes a sustained series of critical analyses of stimulant drug use in children, which began soon after Ritalin first came on the market in 1955. Writing a decade ago, the philosopher Frances Fukuyama agreed that Ritalin is a means of ‘socially controlling children’ and suggested that its use had significant implications for ‘conventional understanding of identity and moral behaviour’.6 In 2003, the US President’s Council on Bioethics raised similar concerns:

If the development of character depends on the effort to choose and act appropriately, often in face of resisting desires and impulses, then the more direct pharmacological approach bypasses a crucial element... By treating the restlessness of youth as a medical, rather than a moral, challenge, those resorting to behavior-modifying drugs might deprive that child of an essential part of this education. They might also encourage him to change his self-understanding, by coming to look upon himself as governed largely by chemical impulses and not by moral decisions grounded in some sense of what is right and appropriate (105–6).7

Such bioethical arguments about moral agency and authenticity overlap to some degree with a longstanding sociological critique of Ritalin. This critique has focused primarily on the medicalisation of undesirable social behaviours in children as part of an oppressive biopolitics, and the role of institutions (clinic, school, family, pharmaceutical industry) in creating a need and desire for pharmaceutical control of children’s behaviour.8 9 An important common concern in different disciplinary analyses is that stimulants might suppress children’s capacity to protest bad conditions, thereby allowing those conditions to prevail.

It is appropriate that the behavioural manipulation of young children by invasive means such as drugs continues to motivate public and intellectual debate. Arguments about children’s liberties are particularly resonant at a time when scientific knowledge and tools are used ever more pervasively to shape behavioural, cognitive and emotional capacities across early developmental stages.10 11 It is certainly plausible that such tools could undermine children’s developing sense of self and their capacity for moral agency. Nevertheless, stimulant drug use continues to rise exponentially around the world, with little heed to passionate and persistent protests by public intellectuals and many others. We therefore need a balanced account of why, in spite of all the acknowledged concerns, stimulant drugs remain a compelling resource for children and families. To achieve such an account, we need to know what stimulant drugs are doing in the lives of children and families, and whether, and if so in what way, the ethical concerns about developing an authentic self and moral agency fit with children’s daily experiences on the drugs. If we can better understand this fit, it should be possible to refine some of the relevant concepts, improve the arguments and ultimately move the debate along...
from where it has become stuck. It should also be possible to address an important practical concern: If there are broader cultural agendas at work in child development, how should we go about making good judgments about what is best for individual children?

In this article I use an empirical approach to evaluate the claim that stimulant drugs pose a threat to authenticity and to children’s capacity for moral agency. Drawing on a study involving over 150 families in two countries, I show that children are able to report threats to authenticity related to stimulant drug treatments, but that the majority of children are not concerned with such threats. On balance, children report that stimulant drugs improve their capacity for moral agency, and they associate this capacity with an ability to meet normative expectations. I argue that although under certain conditions stimulant drug treatment may increase the risk of a threat to authenticity, there are ways to minimise this risk and to maximise the benefits of stimulant drug treatment. Medical professionals in particular should help children to flourish with stimulant drug treatments, in good and in bad conditions.

On authenticity

The concern—or the promise—that psychotropic drugs can transform a person is based on what some see as competing assumptions about what constitutes an ‘authentic’ self. Synthesising several different accounts of authenticity, Levy usefully analyses two views: the ‘self-discovery view’ and the ‘self-creation view’.12 On the self-discovery view, as described by Levy, authenticity means being true to oneself and listening to an ‘inner voice’ that all humans possess. In contrast, the self-creation view sees authenticity as consisting of the effort to create oneself as one wishes to be. Bioethicists concerned about the use of psychotropic drugs in relation to authenticity tend to use the self-discovery view as a foundation for their arguments. The concern is that psychotropic drugs will ‘alienate’ persons from themselves and from the world as it really is.6 On the self-creation view, however, psychotropic drugs can assist the project of authenticity, in so far as their use can help to remove the barriers that prevent persons from fashioning themselves as they wish to be.13 14

As Parens has noted,15 these two frameworks have more in common than is apparent on first view. Unless one believes in an essential, unchanging ‘true’ self, then both frameworks allow for mutually reinforcing processes of self-discovery and self-creation on the path to authenticity. This view of authenticity as an iterative developmental process is an appropriate model for children, whose ‘self-story’ is still in the making.16 Moreover, as this article will show, the development of authenticity in children includes a process of socialisation, which informs both self-understanding and aspirations for the self.

Some might argue that if ADHD is a valid disorder, then there can be no question that stimulant drug treatment reveals a more authentic self, because illness itself is a form of self-alienation. Others might argue that the symptomatic behaviours of ADHD are part of the true self, and that medicating them away (and labelling them a pathology) denies a person the right to an authentic life. Both of these arguments hinge on the question of the reality of ADHD. However, even if it were possible to ascertain that an ADHD diagnosis refers to an objectively ‘real’ condition, it still would not necessarily follow that the use of stimulant drug treatments reveals a more authentic self. As several scholars have observed,13 16 17 negative emotions and aberrant behaviours that characterise psychiatric conditions can be reasonable reactions, as well as clinically meaningful responses, to living in bad conditions. While these writers do not endorse individual suffering, they do raise an important question about the value of suffering and the consequences of treatment that may hinder the capacity to feel and to express suffering in certain contexts. Does treatment with psychotropic drugs, in quieting the response to, or awareness of, living in bad conditions, also threaten the capacity to protest those bad conditions? This is a serious concern that suggests a tension between individual and societal impacts of psychotropic drug treatments, as well as a tension between short-term and long-term harms and benefits of such treatments. Most important, this concern highlights the need for empirical investigations that analyse individual use of psychotropic drug treatments in relation to surrounding socio-political conditions.

METHODS

This article draws on data collected from the VOICES study (Voices On Identity, Childhood, Ethics and Stimulants). The study used a mixed-methods approach to examine the social and ethical implications of ADHD diagnosis and stimulant drug treatments, with particular attention to issues of moral agency, authenticity, stigma and personal responsibility. As part of the study, 151 children aged 9–14 were interviewed in the USA and the UK between 2008 and 2010. There were three groups in each country: children diagnosed with ADHD and taking stimulant medication; children diagnosed with ADHD and not medicated; and children without a psychiatric diagnosis. Diagnosed children were recruited from National Health Service (NHS) sites in the UK, and from university and community clinics in the USA. All child participants gave verbal and written assent and all parents gave verbal and written consent to participation. The study received NHS ethics approval in the UK, and Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals in the USA. Consent was recorded on forms approved by the ethics committees. In all articles on the VOICES study, pseudonyms are used, and identifying details are sometimes changed to assure anonymity and confidentiality of participants and their families.

Parents filled out standardised measures as well as an open questionnaire. Memos were used to document conversations held with parents during the consent procedures and after children’s interviews. Parent questionnaires were used to compare the severity of children’s symptoms, as well as the quality and substance of the original clinical evaluation for ADHD. Overall, no significant differences were found among groups of diagnosed children; however, UK children scored higher than US children on the oppositional-defiant subscale of the Conners’ Child Behavior Checklist.

Efforts were made to match children in both countries by broad demographic characteristics (age, gender, socio-economic status, as measured by the Hollingshead Four-Factor Index). The average child in the study is an 11-year-old white boy from a lower middle-class socio-economic background. We interviewed significantly more girls and ethnic minorities in the US than in the UK.

Interviews were first analysed thematically, using a coding frame developed in a coding team. Specific interview sections were subsequently reanalysed using methods appropriate to particular research questions, including discourse analysis and quantitative content analysis. Analytical comparisons rely on the concept of the ‘ecological niche’ rather than on national origin.18 The niche concept views the child in the context of individual, familial, social and national factors. These factors make up a network of proximal and distal, multi-directional influences in, on and from children. In the VOICES study, we
identified two modal niches that children inhabited: a ‘conduct niche’ and a ‘performance niche’. These modal niches are further described in the discussion below.19

AUTHENTICITY AND STIMULANTS

Accounts of experiences with stimulant drugs are an important contribution to bioethical thinking not least because of the unique dosing practices around these drugs. Sustained-release versions (Ritalin XR, Concerta and Adderall) are the most prominent commercial brands) have an effect for a maximum of 8 h; short-acting formulations are effective for 3–4 h. Between doses, children return to baseline functioning. Children may forget to take their medication on a given day; or, often with support of their parents, they skip doses, particularly at weekends and school holidays. The on–off rhythm of stimulant drug effects and the need to repeatedly justify stimulant drug doses support a degree of reflexive awareness in caregivers and in children themselves about the association between individual behaviour and drug effects.20 This reflexivity offers a unique opportunity for research on the perceived impacts of stimulant drugs.

In interviews, children were asked directly to discuss their views on whether or not the use of stimulants posed a threat to authenticity. Through verbal questioning, drawing and a vignette, children were repeatedly prompted to engage with two main questions on authenticity in relation to stimulant drugs (stated here in shorthand form): ‘Do you feel like you are a different person when you are on/off medication?’ and ‘Do you feel like the ‘you’ on/off medication is more/less the real you?’ Throughout the interviews, children were encouraged to refuse, contradict or revise the interviewer’s formulation of their experiences. Other questions addressed how a child’s own views of himself or herself on and off medication correlated with other people’s views (peers, teachers, parents).

The majority of children interviewed report that medication has an instrumental impact on behaviour, but does not make them feel that they are a different person.

INT: Would you say that you feel like you’re a different person when you take your tablets?

I’m the same person either way [on or off medication]. Both of them are me. Medication slows my brain down and makes good ideas stay longer. (Joe, US, age 10)

INT: Some people think taking medication might turn you into a different person. What do you think about that?

With medication it’s not that you’re a different person; you’re still the same person, but you just act a little better. Medication will help you control yourself. (Angie, US, age 11)

INT: Would you say that you’re the same person when you’re taking your medication, or are you a different person – or is that just a silly question?

I’m a bit, I’m a bit of both. Like I am a bit the same person I always are [on medication]. It’s just, I act a bit different, but I’m, I actually are always, I am always the same person. (Laurence, UK, age 10)

Angie and Laurence make a distinction between the effects of medication on the person, and the effects of medication on behaviour. This distinction is frequently reflected in parents’ remarks: I tell him [child] that even if I’m unhappy with his behaviour, I still love him. Or: I’m glad to know it’s a problem with his behaviour and that he’s not a naughty child. Children do not simply parrot their parents’ beliefs about this person–

behaviour distinction. They also deflect an assumption, contained in many critical analyses, about the power of stimulant medications: Children claim that while stimulants are helpful, they are not sufficiently powerful to engender radical change in the person or in behaviour.

The medication doesn’t really change who I am completely. I still have problems even when I’m on the medication. (Flora, US, age 12)

… I’m always hyper even when I’m on my tablets … [On medication] I’m mostly good, but I still have moods… I’m still am what I am. (Don, UK, age 11)

When I’m on my medication I’m still [myself]. It’s just that I’m a bit more and a bit less of some of the things … The medication can’t just take you over and then control you and what you do … It can’t make you a Ben or a Tom or someone else with a 3-letter name. (Davy, UK, age 14)

Similarly, when asked directly whether the self on or off medication is experienced as a more real self, children frequently resist the binary option presented by the question, in favour of articulating a continuous sense of self:

INT: Who would you say is the real Justin? The Justin on medication, or the Justin off medication. Or, would you say actually, you know, I don’t agree that I’m real one way, or not real the other way?

Yeah, I don’t agree with that. I’m just … there’s only a slight change in my personality, but I’m still the same person. (Justin, US, age 14)

This experience of variations within the self is not associated with distress in most children we interviewed; it is not reported as an experience of self-alienation. Even when children consider that their real self may be more the self off medication, they do not see this as a reason to stop taking medication:

The tablets are making me into, like, a person who has like, two heads. Have you ever seen, um … the Nutty Professor, The first one where he keeps changing into Buddy and the Professor. He wants to be thin and slim … he wants to be perfect … So I feel like him; I feel like I feel like I’m the Nutty Professor and when I’m on my tablets, I feel like Buddy - not perfect, but you know …

INT: So, how does it feel to be these two people?

Well, I’ve got used to it actually, so I know what to expect and what to do …

INT: So it doesn’t feel bad to you, to have to deal with both of these people inside you?

No. (Zach, UK, age 13)

If the authentic self is represented by an inner voice, then both Buddy and the Nutty Professor whisper in Zach’s ear.12 Zach experiences no obvious authenticity-conflict in relation to these voices; they are different parts of him that coexist within the whole. Alexandre Erler makes the point that proponents of the inner voice authenticity argument do not define what the authentic voice is when there are ‘multiple yet incompatible candidates’.21 Zach suggests that this definitional effort may need to account for the possibility that authenticity can include multiplicity and incompatibility.

This textured account of the self is even more interesting when considered in the context of accounts that parents gave verbally, with their children present, and in writing.
reporting on the impact of medication, parents tend to emphasise both binary change in a child and self-discovery, with statements like: He’s like a different child; or, Finally he can know himself as a successful child; or, She’s so much happier with herself now. In this study, six children consistently echoed such accounts. All six children were 9 years old (the youngest children we interviewed), representing 40% of 9-year-olds with experience of stimulants in the sample. Their common age suggests that characteristics of the developmental stage, for example, concrete reasoning and a desire to please adults, may increase the risk that stimulant drug treatment (at least rhetoric ally) ‘bypasses’ moral struggle. When asked directly about differences in themselves on and off medication, this group of children delivers binary self-evaluations:

[With the medicine] I ain't being naughty no more… I’m not doing anything to other people now. [The medicine] makes me good again. [If I didn’t take it] I’d probably get into lots of trouble. [Tablets] have changed my life … like, stopped making me bad … and pushing people over … and starting fights. (Cecil, UK, age 9)

Cecil’s mother tells us that Cecil has been on medication since age 4, and that medication has made all the difference.

The majority of children in this study express a more subtle idea: stimulant drugs put them in the position of being able to choose between versions of themselves depending on what the situation calls for. Their accounts suggest that they value a version of authenticity that is less about self-discovery and more about the potential for self-actualisation via the development of self-control:

I know when [the medication] is working because I’m more quiet. I can sit still longer. And I don’t have to fiddle about so much. I prefer myself like, in the middle. Like if you’ve got ADHD, you would prefer yourself in the middle, because you’ll know when you’re about to go into, when you’re going to be hyper and when you can control yourself a lot more. And that’s why I think I should be more in the middle a lot. (Timothy; UK, age 11)

[With medication] I’m in the middle … it’s kind of like me looking to the angel and me looking to the hell. Angel, hell; angel, hell … (Tristan, UK, age 9)

It is notable that Timothy and Tristan speak to the very concerns that Fukuyama and other bioethicists have raised: the importance of genuine moral decision-making to the development of moral agency. However, in these children’s reports, stimulant drugs enable, rather than threaten, moral reasoning in face of conflicting impulses. In Tristan’s words, he can choose ‘the angel’ or he can choose ‘hell’. Children value this position of choice. Arguably, it is the repeated experience of sitting ‘in the middle’ and choosing the right action that supports the development of moral responsibility and understanding of oneself as a moral agent. Moreover, as Glenn points out below, it is the child who makes the decision about how to act, not the medication:

If you’re like driving in a car, and like, there’s two different ways, and you usually always go this way … and then one day you want to go the other way, but … the ADHD acts as like a block, so you can’t … It [the medicine] opens the blocker so that you can go [the right] way. But you still have the choice of going the wrong way … It’s harder [without medication], that’s what’s the truth. But it’s not like [on medication] you’re a robot … (Glenn, US, age 10)

Such accounts suggest that the view represented by Kureishi and others, that children are ‘stupified’ by Ritalin, or turned into mindless, obedient zombies, unfairly characterises a majority of children’s capacities for self-reflection and moral awareness while taking medication and disregards the high value children place on their capacity for moral agency, which many experience as being enabled by medication.

Objections
I have shown that although children are able to engage with concerns about authenticity, the majority does not perceive stimulant drugs to be a threat to authenticity. There are several objections to consider. The first is that children are simply too young to have substantive concerns about identity or to recognise a threat to authenticity. A second point is about method: children might not respond to direct questions about threats to authenticity, but would report concerns about authenticity more indirectly.

These objections can be considered together. A small number (approximately 8%) of children in this study do indirectly articulate threats to authenticity, almost exclusively in relation to an experience of medication ‘side effects’. Notably, children do not articulate the identity confusion (which is the true me?) found in some adult accounts of psychotropic medication. Rather they are, in retrospect, clear that on medication they experienced intolerable self-alienation:

I didn’t feel like myself when I was taking the medication
I just felt suckish all the time
I was too quiet; it wasn’t me

My friends said I wasn’t myself; I didn’t laugh.

Because the threat to authenticity here is viewed as a side effect, rather than as an intrinsic quality of stimulant drug treatment, children do not necessarily reject medication completely. About a third of the children who reported this side effect had found, or were hoping to find, a medication that did not make them feel this way.

On the basis of these accounts, it is evident that children are able to report and to resist threats to authenticity. In younger children, parental and caregiver perspectives are likely to be an important influence on the ability to recognise such threats. As children get older, the peer environment becomes more of a factor in authenticity accounts:

Without medication it’s hard to listen to that little voice in my head [telling me not to do things]. [With medication] I think twice before I speak and do things … Like, when I’m on medication I’m more calm and people seem to like being around me, but when I’m not, I’m more fun to be around … But the medication also makes me depressed … I haven’t found a medication that’s made me feel myself but like, still focus and like, most medications I’ve had, my friends kind of got bored with me … (Myra, US, age 13, taking a break from medication)

Finally, we should consider the objection that those children who do not perceive stimulants as a relevant threat to authenticity are wrong. On the self-creation account, the argument would go something like this: when children say that medication puts them in the middle as decision-making agents, they are in fact identifying the starting point of a moral journey of self-creation. This journey could involve a threat to authenticity if the child’s path were not free or just. As we have seen, the use of stimulants in children can be framed as an oppressive project
of socialisation. To properly evaluate this claim, we need to know more about what it is that medication is perceived to be doing as part of children’s self-creative journeys, and what form(s) of agency are valued and promoted in children through the use of stimulant drugs.

**Good conduct and good performance**

The first task is to describe something of the social contexts that children inhabit. As described in the methods section, the VOICES study used the concept of the ecological niche to analyse the complex and subtle dynamics between a child and the surrounding environment, on a micro and a macro level. Two niches were discovered in the VOICES study. These niches give rise to distinctive experiences with ADHD diagnosis and stimulant drug treatments. In a performance niche, children’s cognitive achievements are strongly emphasised. ADHD is viewed as a disorder of academic performance, and children articulate the effects of stimulant drugs in relation to classroom behaviour, school work, intelligence and academic achievements. In a conduct niche, children’s social behaviours and social hierarchies are a dominant preoccupation among children and adults, and academic achievement by children does not outrank other obligations. ADHD is viewed as a disorder of anger and aggression, and stimulant drugs are seen by children to improve emotional self-control, aggressive behaviours and moral decision-making. (These niches are drawn sharply here for illustrative purposes, and are both softer and less distinct in reality.) In this study, the niches were associated with national differences: among US children we interviewed, the performance niche was the modal niche environment; and among UK children we interviewed, the conduct niche was the modal niche environment (see figures 1 and 2).1

In a conduct niche, children emphasise the improvements in their social behaviours with medication, particularly in relation to their capacity to make good decisions:

*It [stimulant medication] makes me like, helps me behave better but it don’t make you behave better it can only help you, but it can make, help make better decisions for you.* (Roger, UK, age 13)

In children who experience school environments where physical and verbal aggression is a common experience, ‘better decisions’ are often linked to better impulse control in aggressive situations.19 In these contexts, medication frequently has both an instrumental, and an overtly moral role, not because it improves children’s behaviour directly, but because it enables children to assess whether a particular situation justifies an aggressive response. As we saw earlier, the most important function of medication is not to ‘tell’ a child what the right action is, but to enable a child to make a mental space for deliberation. It is this capacity for reasoning, even in face of peer aggression, that constitutes what we might call good character:

*Um, being good and bad is to do with thinking about your actions. Um, and I think if you’re bad, then you don’t really think about your actions very much …* (Conrad, UK, age 13)

To the extent that medication is here engaged in performing moral social work, it operates within a complex social system of obligations and hierarchies. Unsurprisingly, then, conduct niche children occasionally refer to medication in emotional terms: it is like a friend. As a friend, medication reminds a child to weigh the aggressive act against its probable consequences. Roger explains:

**Helping me, means like just saying like, say if my mate was going to fight, or like if I was going to fight, my mate saying, you know you don’t want to do it because you’ll probably get arrested or something. It’s like [the medication] is like saying, you’re not going to fight and then like, them [friends] holding me back or something … So [medication] is like a friend but not it.**

If in a conduct niche, medication does overt moral work, in the performance niche, the work of medication is, overtly, more pragmatic. Here, children are more likely to view the effects of stimulant drug treatments in relation to school work:

1At the aggregate level, nation was a better predictor of niche than was social class. However, given that this is a small, non-random sample, no general conclusions about national characteristics should be drawn from this data. Moreover, individual differences not discussed here are important to consider.
Despite the instrumentality associated with stimulant drugs, the— that is, with doing the right thing—cognitive activities.

Parents and children frequently provide an instrumental rationale for why many US children stop using medication during weekends and school holidays: stimulant drug treatment is expressly for school. As Adrian observes:

[In the summer I don’t take the pill] because I can just relax there because I ride my bike every day. I’m always active, what I want to do. So I’m okay in the summer but not in school time.

Performance niche children do occasionally make a direct association between cognitive achievement and moral behaviour—that is, with doing the right thing—thereby illustrating that despite the instrumentality associated with stimulant drugs, the treatments are doing work in a moral dimension:

INT: What makes a person good?

Um, me being smart. (Vaughn, US, age 10)

Valued cognitive capacities, such as intelligence and attention, constitute the right actions:

[With medication] I like, I finish my homework earlier and I don’t get in trouble a lot anymore. I pay attention a lot more ... It feels great ... The medication, it like, changes, like, what you’re doing and, like what you’re thinking. Like all of a sudden, like, you know that you’re not doing what the teacher told you to do, so then it just changes what, so then, so then, you can do the right thing what the teacher told you, so you can pay attention more better. (Camilla, US, age 10)

It is also clear from our interviews that academic achievement meets obligations children feel to their families.

I got two As and a B on my report card and my mom freaked out, she was so happy. (Oscar, US, age 11)

INT: Tell me about a time when you weren’t very happy with how you behaved.

Um I got my name on a board, and I got Fs on my report card, and my mom was really mad. And she told me that you need to do better, and she, and I was really happy this year, that it’s really good. But last year, I wasn’t paying attention. (Rose, US, age 11)

Many children, and older children in particular, are aware that they live in conditions in which these obligations inform standards and expectations of behaviour. For the most part, they note these conditions with a degree of equanimity. Adrian goes on to say:

The pill kind of like helps the mothers and the fathers and everybody else live peacefully ... And moms won’t be like frustrated because they have to do more work or something.

We see that in this niche, children view medication as a tool that enables them to meet obligations to themselves and to others; and these obligations include cognitive self-care, a commitment to invest in and to cultivate the capacity to succeed in cognitive activities.

Niche norms and moral capacities

We are now in a better position to addressthe challenge to children’s lack of concern about a threat to authenticity posed by stimulant drugs. It seems clear that children associate stimulant drug treatment with improvements in their capacities to meet the normative expectations of their respective niches. Children value the promotion of these capacities, and many show awareness of their normative dimensions. Nevertheless, the argument that children’s self-creative path is not free, in that medication is used as a norming tool, or as a means to make children more docile in face of possibly oppressive academic and behavioural expectations fostered in certain niches, seems plausible. On the self-creation account, acquiescence to normative niche expectations, through stimulant drug use, can be said to elevate the risk of a threat to authenticity. Such acquiescence on the part of children and their families also raises the risk of other harms, such as medicalisation or the coercive use of drugs. The force of these threats is underscored by the fact that the pharmaceutical industry plays a powerfully prescriptive part in popularising ‘normal’ child behaviours and emotions, as well as, through their direct to consumer advertising, in promoting models of achievement and success, happy families and good parenting (especially good mothering).

Nevertheless, if under certain conditions stimulant drugs elevate the risk of a threat to authenticity, this still does not mean that stimulant drug treatments regularly violate authenticity. All children are subject to socialising processes throughout development, during which they must continually meet normative expectations. Arguably not all of these processes constitute actual threats to authenticity. It is critically important that children have the capacity to protest norms, and in the first part of this article we saw that stimulants both allow and even promote decision-making capacity and moral agency in children. If stimulants do not generally undermine moral capacities, then we are faced with two difficult challenges: First, are the norms of performance and conduct to which children are subjected valuable? If we think these norms are overvalued, then the solution is not to deny children the possibility of better meeting normative expectations. Rather, we ought to encourage non-accusatory reflection on the values embodied in these norms. Second, if stimulants pose potential harms and they have potential benefits on the journey to an authentic self, then how can we get better at maximising the benefits, and at recognising, describing and intervening in bad conditions, in which the use of stimulant drugs undermines children’s moral or self-creative capacities?

A partial response to these challenges emerges when we acknowledge children’s evident desire and capacities for agency. If a majority of children are not victims of stimulant drugs, then they can be engaged to help uncover threats to agency or to authenticity, and they can be constructively supported to protest normative expectations and the accompanying tools, as appropriate. Children also need to be able to openly discuss the value of medication in relation to their capacity for moral decision-making and their capacities to meet standards of behaviour demanded of them in a given ecological niche.

A role for medical professionals

|On whom is the obligation to support children in these ways conferred? The demand to engage children in non-judgmental, reflective, supportive discussion about stimulant drug use involves parents, teachers and other caregivers, but it is essentially part of a clinical ethics. As gatekeepers to stimulant drug treatments, medical professionals should take on the dual...|
commitments of inviting a child to speak and of reflective listening, as part of an ethically informed clinical practice. This should be a relational and collaborative stance, rather than an authoritarian one: a genuine invitation to a child to speak recognises the child as (at least a potential) agent, capable of reason and reflection and worthy of dignity and respect. A pharmacological treatment approach can include this kind of broader therapeutic orientation to the patient, where the point is to identify and manage the problems a child is experiencing, rather than just to diagnose and treat symptoms. Such an orientation acknowledges the child (and indeed the physician) as actors in a social world that gives moral weight to children’s cognitive and behavioural capacities.

Such a role places an enormous demand on medical professionals, when time, training and resources to talk, listen and build a trusting relationship with child patients are scarce. Children in the VOICES study routinely report that they have little contact with medical professionals:

> I’ve only just started going to the ADHD clinic, but I haven’t actually been to it properly, like, I’ve seen the doctor and he’s talked about [ADHD] and I get weighed … But … they don’t, they’ll just say like, parts of what it is but then, like, they’ll stop, so they will only say some of it and then, like, change the subject. (Roger, UK, age 13)

INT: What does the medication do? Why are you taking it?

I don’t know. To make me be good.

INT: Do you want to keep taking it … Why?

Cos the doctor told me to.

INT: Do you like your doctor?

I don’t know who is my doctor. (Sebastian, US, age 10)

Only a handful of children in the VOICES study view medical professionals as a resource to talk about difficult issues in relation to their diagnosis or treatment. The lack of relationship between medical professionals and child patients, and the lack of substantive discussion of normative issues in the clinical realm and elsewhere arguably contribute to elevating the risk of ethical harms of stimulant drug treatment. Therefore the lack of resources to build such a relationship is a clinical, societal and ethical concern that warrants interventions at the level of paediatric mental health policy, clinical ethics and medical education.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have seen that children generally have positive responses to stimulant drug treatments. They primarily see stimulants as supporting their capacity for moral agency. Niche conditions influence how children express their experiences with stimulant drug treatments, and how they conceive the value and work of the drugs. Most children in this study did not experience stimulant drug treatment as a threat to authenticity, but such a threat is a potential risk to children. It is possible to identify concrete steps to minimise the risks and to maximise the benefits of stimulant drug treatment: I have argued that medical professionals should take a lead in building on children’s evident capacity for critical reflection on niche conditions, moral behaviour and the norming work of stimulant drugs, as part of a commitment to children’s flourishing.

How do the perspectives of children move the Ritalin debates on? Let us say that after reading this article, a sceptic is not convinced that stimulant drugs can support children’s flourishing. Plausible justifications for such a position certainly remain. However, the sceptic will now need to acknowledge that the debate cannot accurately be framed as one between absolute goods and absolute harms; for example, children’s liberties versus Ritalin. Children’s perspectives show us, at the least, that it is possible to make important claims for stimulant drugs as a good. This acknowledgement changes the nature of the debate: if the sceptic wants to maintain his or her position, he or she ought to do so with respect for the aspirational human agents involved, and for the complexity of the problem, and not in wilful ignorance. Perhaps the sceptic will be more inclined to have empathy with those who might suffer as a consequence of his or her position, as indeed, many children and families who are subjected to the debate in its traditional divisive form, suffer.

I am hopeful that if we can change the nature of the debate, by framing the case of stimulant drugs as a problem of tensions among contending goods, we will get better and farther in our arguments, generate more insightful public discourse, and ultimately enable more relevant and more reasonable evaluations of the impact of stimulant drug treatments on children’s flourishing. More generally, as the arsenal of interventions into children’s cognition and behaviour grows, balanced, deliberative and empirically grounded analyses should enable more accurate descriptions of bad conditions, in which children’s vulnerability is increased by interventions. This accuracy should translate into identification of relevant means by which the social and moral development of children in general—but particularly those who are at risk—is promoted.
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**Stimulant Drug Treatment and Children’s Perspective**

**Might Stimulant Drugs Support Moral Agency in ADHD Children**

**Question 1:** Is it TRUE or FALSE that according to clinical trials the risks of stimulant drug treatment for children marginally outweigh the benefits?

A TRUE  
B FALSE

**Question 2:** Which of the following are questions or concerns that are addressed by Singh?

A Does the administration of stimulant drugs degrade the moral development of children?  
B Does the prescription of stimulants undercut the child’s responsibility by suggesting a cause beyond his/her control?  
C Do children treated with stimulants believe resources needed for self-control are external and residing in bottles rather than in themselves?  
D Might the children as a result, fail to fully develop as a responsible and effective moral agent?  
E Only B and D

**Question 3:** According to the data and analysis provided by Singh, which of the following statements are TRUE?

A The majority did not detect a threat from stimulants to their authenticity  
B Stimulants did not improve the children’s capacity to meet normative expectations  
C The children did not experience stimulants as forcing conformity  
D Stimulants did not provide them with a greater ability to control themselves if they wanted to  
E Stimulants provided children with the generally welcome ability to master norms and tasks given to them

**Question 4:** Is the following statement TRUE or FALSE?

“Only when individuals take the very high doses that characterize drug abuse, and do so for extended periods of time, do persistent negative effects emerge, including addiction and psychotic symptoms.”

A TRUE  
B FALSE

**Question 5:** While taking stimulants, when are children free of the stimulant effect and thus exhibit ADHD symptoms?

A Never  
B Mid-morning  
C Early afternoon  
D Prior to the first morning dose

**Question 6:** Which of the following aspects are affected by stimulants?

A Arousal and emotion  
B Arousal, motivation, cognition and emotion  
C Cognition and emotion  
D Only cognition

**Question 7:** Is it TRUE or FALSE that the symptoms of ADHD appear to result from abnormalities in the function of neural circuits that undergird executive function?

A TRUE  
B FALSE

**Question 8:** Is it TRUE that stimulants strengthen executive function independent of ADHD diagnosis?

A YES  
B NO
Question 9: At which rate is ADHD growing annually in the developing world?

A 5%
B 15%
C 30%
D 27%
E 20%

Question 10: Which of the following are elements of the philosopher, Frances Fukuyama’s views on Ritalin use?

A It is a means of socially controlling children
B It’s use has significant implications for conventional understanding of identity and moral behavior
C It undermines children’s liberty
D All of the above

Question 11: In which of the following views about authenticity, is authenticity seen as being true to oneself and listening to an ‘inner voice’ that all humans possess?

A The ‘self-creation’ view
B The ‘self-discovery’ view

Question 12: Does the development of authenticity in children include a process of socialization, which informs both self-understanding and aspirations for the self?

A YES
B NO

Question 13: Is the following question important within the context of stimulant use?

“Does treatment with psychotropic drugs, in quieting the response to, or awareness of, living in bad conditions, also threaten the capacity to protest those bad conditions?”

A YES
B NO

Question 14: Sustained-release versions of stimulant drugs have an effect for a maximum of how many hours?

A 3-4 hours
B 4-6 hours
C 8 hours
D 12 hours

Question 15: Children claim that stimulants are helpful and sufficiently powerful to engender radical change in the person or in behavior. Is this statement TRUE or FALSE?

A TRUE
B FALSE

Question 16: With regard to the importance of genuine moral decision-making to the development of moral agency, which of the following statements are FALSE?

A Stimulant drugs enable, rather than threaten, moral reasoning in the face of conflicting impulses
B Children value the position of choice
C It is the repeated experience of sitting in the middle and choosing the right action that supports the development of moral responsibility
D It is not the child that makes the decision about how to act, but the medicine
E It is the repeated experience of sitting in the middle and choosing the right action that supports a misunderstanding of oneself as a moral agent

Question 17: Based on the accounts in the study, are children able to report and to resist threats to authenticity?

A YES
B NO

Question 18: In which niche do children emphasize the improvements in their social behaviors with medication, particularly in relation to their capacity to make good decisions?

A Ecological niche
B Performance niche
C Conduct niche

Question 19: In which niche is ADHD viewed as a disorder of anger and aggression?

A Performance niche
B Conduct niche

Question 20: At which rate is ADHD growing annually in the developing world?
**Question 20:** Which of the following statements are TRUE with regard to Performance niche children?

A They are more likely to view the effects of stimulant drug treatments in relation to school work  
B Performance children never make a direct association between cognitive achievement and moral behavior  
C They view medication as a tool that might enable them to meet obligations to themselves, but not to others  
D Parents and children frequently provide the instrumental rationale for why many children take medication holidays; that stimulant drug treatment is expressly for school

**Question 21:** Is it TRUE or FALSE that stimulant drug treatments regularly violate authenticity?

A TRUE  
B FALSE

**Question 22:** Do children value the promotion of their capacities to meet the normative expectations of their respective niches?

A YES  
B NO

**Question 23:** On who is the obligation, and should therefore take the commitment, to invite and support children in openly discussing the value of medication in relation to their capacity for moral decision-making and meeting standards of behavior demanded of them in a given ecological niche?

A The parents  
B The teachers  
C Other caregivers  
D The pharmaceutical companies  
E The medical professionals

**Question 24:** Because there is a lack of resources to build a relationship between medical professionals and child patients, and as such is a clinical, ethical and societal concern, it warrants interventions at which level?

A Only clinical ethics  
B Only medical education and pediatric mental health policy  
C Pediatric mental health policy, clinical ethics as well as medical education  
D Only pediatric mental health policy

**Question 25:** Is it TRUE or FALSE that the perspectives of children show us that it is possible to make important claims for stimulant drugs as a good?

A TRUE  
B FALSE
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